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Deploying Kingdom Governance  
The Heartland Apostolic Prayer Network 2020 Initiative 

Dr. Chuck & Therese Thurston & Ruthie Burnett, & Bunny Warlen 

“Let the redeemed of the Lord say so, . . .” Ps. 107:2 

(Voting is “saying so”!) 

 

Deployment #9 The Founding Documents; The Declaration of Independence 

Corollary: Human Cells Also Endowed with Unalienable Rights 

 

From Dr. Chuck’s “Pretty Good Medical School” 
Pan-Demic: July 4th 2020: Dam-Panic 

“Dam” is Hebrew for “blood” & “Pan” is a Demon1 

 

Human Cells Are Also Endowed with Certain Unalienable Rights  
 

 

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men [as well 

as their constituent biological cells] are created equal, that they 

[and their physiologies] are endowed [in the God-written genetics of 

their DNA codes] by their Creator with certain unalienable 

Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit 

of Happiness [to include healthy chemical balance or homeostasis2 

within and among the cells of the human body.] .--That to secure 

these rights, Governments are instituted [by the expression of 

 
1 Mt. 18:13-19 “the coasts of Caesarea Philippi”, Also known as Baal-gad, Banias, Baniyas, Banyas, 

Barias, Belinas, Caesarea Neronias, Caesarea of Philip, Caesarea Paneas, Caesarea Panias, Caesareia 

Sebaste, Keisarion, Kisrin, Medinat Dan, Mivzar Dan, Neronias, Pamias, Paneas, Paneias, Paneion, 

Panias, Panium (https://www.bibleplaces.com/banias/) 
2 Claude Bernard, July 12, 1813 to February 10, 1878, was responsible for a major breakthrough in 

understanding the fundamental principles of organic life, one that is valid still today. It is his concept of 

“homeostasis”, or controlled stability of the internal milieu, or internal environment, of cells and tissues. 

Milieu intérieur is the key process with which Bernard is associated. This is the underlying principle of 

what would later be called homeostasis, a term coined by Walter Bradford Cannon. 

https://www.bibleplaces.com/banias
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their DNA3] among Men [and their respective cellular metabolisms], 

deriving their just powers from the consent of the 

governed, 

The renowned 19th Century French Scientist, Claud 

Bernard, observed the following as he delved into the intricate 

physiological feedback loops of every living thing4: 

 

“. . . in the living being, the tissues . . . are protected by a 

veritable internal environment which is constituted, in 

particular, by the fluids circulating in the body.” 

 

His homeostasis, steady-state theory of Milieu 

intérieur in each cell, and each organ, and every organ 

system may also be found in the Bible. 
 

For the life of the flesh is in the blood: and I have given it to you 

upon the altar to make an atonement {At-One-Ment or happy 

Milieu intérieur or homeostasis} for your souls: for it is the 

blood that maketh an atonement for the soul. -- Leviticus 17:11 

 

 --That whenever any Form of Government [Nucleic acid 

dysfunctional regulation by alien RNA or DNA genetic codes of Viruses, 

Bacteria, Fungi, Parasites, Cancers etc.] becomes destructive of 

these ends, it is the Right of the People [cells] to alter 

[Sabotage by inserting wrong nucleic acid or amino acid sequences or 

toxins into the illegal  alien virus that has Shanghaied the native human 

cell to unlawfully commandeer  reproduction of that alien organism] or 

to abolish it, [kill it with the light-reinforced immunity police force.] 

 
3 Psalm 139:16  “Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being unperfect; and in thy book all my members 

were written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them.” is DNA. 
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_Bernard#cite_note-lectures-11 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_Bernard#cite_note-lectures-11
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and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on 

such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as 

to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and 

Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that 

Governments long established should not be changed for 

light and transient causes [such as the present Dam Panic]; and 

accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are 

more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to 

right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are 

accustomed. But when a long train of [infestations, & infectious] 

abuses and usurpations [of the cellular functions and mitochondrial 

factories], pursuing invariably the same Object [the illicit 

reproduction of viruses to the great harm and death of the native human 

cells, releasing the innermost organelles from the victimized cell as so-

called cytokine “storms”. The slaughter-released cytokines act as distress 

calls, like crash-locator beacons, luring even more immunity-police cells 

into the ambush; thus consuming all coagulation factors inducing even 

greater harm from unhindered hemorrhages into lung alveoli air cells, 

kidney, liver and other tissues. Not unlike the thefts, murders, rapes, and 

other unprosecuted crimes perpetrated in wonton riots.] evinces a 

design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their 

right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and 

to provide new Guards for their future security.” 
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 Stop, already with the abrogation of the First Amendment. We are 

presently being coerced to fret over a respiratory infection with the mortality 

of a really bad cold! Free Speech is the heart and Freedom to Worship is the 

soul of this nation  and we must never stop our heartbeat nor lose our soul; 

certainly not for foolish, worthless remedies like distancing or masking. This 

is not the Black Death that wiped out Europe from 1547 to 1555, and even 

they didn’t cease prayer and worship.  

Stop waiting for a cure. We have already been provided many natural 

cures, by nature’s God, (most of which, of course, have not been approved by 

the FDA for the treatment of Coronavirus): Sunlight, heat/fevers, hot air or 

water to 104 degrees Fahrenheit, Hydroxychloroquine, Azithromycin, 

Coldeeze, Zicam, HyssopHealth.com5, IV and Liposomal high dose Vitamin 

C, Aerosol Budesonide6, Flonase Nasal Spray and PhotonX IV & Sublingual 

UV light7 therapy to name just a few. They all work better early and with each 

other. 

 Never in history nor in the course of infection control has the healthy, 

population been falsely imprisoned in quarantine; at least until now, with the 

recent foolish lockdowns and masking charades. Most people now infected  

by weakened, sabotaged viruses are actually vaccinators. “Random Mutation” 

is an evolutionary euphemism masking the Intelligent Design written into our 

genetic code on how to sabotage invading virus replication. Vaccinations, of 

any kind are not for the immunocompromised, the very elderly, or other 

unhealthy patients, but strengthen the healthy when they meet in public. 

 
5 https://celazomeskin.com/products/hyssop-health-therapy  FDA Approved for wellness and health 
6 https://youtu.be/eDSDdwN2Xcg 
7 https://photonxholdings.com   FDA Approved for wellness & health 
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When the curve was “flattened”, the area beneath it remained the same. 

The total number of cases will not diminish, it will only get spread out over a  

longer period of time. Like the Curse of Adam, this Corona Virus outbreak is 

infinitely contagious and will ultimately sub-clinically infect the entire world. 

The present unscientific, antisocial-distancing has kept millions of people and 

their trillions of cells from producing the so called “herd-immunity” by natural 

resistance with each succeeding sabotaged generation of attenuated virus. The 

artificially manufactured vaccines, upon which our misguided health officials 

are still waiting, will not be as effective as the natural, God-designed, 

unalienable right to immunity in process by our cells right now. Antisocial 

distancing thwarts the merciful, natural, immunity endowed to our cells by 

our Creator. 

Wearing rubber or latex gloves only smears around viruses and other 

germs. Hand washing is far more effective. 

Most infections are spread from hand to mouth, not by coughing or 

sneezing, which may also happen, of course, but less often. Infected patients 

cough or sneeze onto their hands; then touch door handles, silverware, 

counters, steering wheels etc. Victims pick up the virus on their hands, which 

transfer the virus to their mouth, nose, eyes, etc.  Washing hands and not 

touching your face is superior. Hand-to-mouth contamination is minimized 

thanks to the invention of silverware, which used to be crafted of germicidal 

silver.  

Masked people cannot keep from constantly fiddling, fingering and 

adjusting their masks. This spreads germs from their hands to the portals of 

entry around the face. All masks have gaps, even the sacred N-95 masks. They 

gap around the nose and at the edges or make breathing difficult. No fiber-
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mesh is completely impermeable to the very tiny virus particles. You might 

just as well put up a chain-linked fence to keep out the mosquitoes.     

In 1979, Bob Dylan released the Slow Train Album which contained a 

prophetic set of lyrics for the present Corona (CROWN) virus DAM PANIC 

that kills with un-clotted BLOOD flooding the lungs, in the Song, When He 

Returns.8 

 

Surrender your CROWN on this BLOOD-stained ground, 

TAKE OFF YOUR MASK 

He sees your deeds, He knows your needs even before you ask 

How long can you falsify and deny what is real? 

How long can you hate yourself for the weakness you conceal? 

Of every earthly plan that be known to man, He is unconcerned 

He’s got plans of His own to set up His throne 

When He returns 

 

 
8 https://youtu.be/iPbWvj9SEcg 

 

Please don’t forget to Download James Nesbit’s App. 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/james-nesbit/id1480721148

